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Abstract
This essay examines the Adam Family Papers as a case study representing the Early
American Republic’s economic elite. It argues that individual business practices affected the
relationships between relatives—sometimes positively, other times negatively. The first section
concerns other historians’ work on the family and on the Salisbury Iron District. The second
section discusses women’s roles within their male relatives’ businesses. The third section relates
to gift exchanges, while the fourth concerns business transactions between family members. The
fifth section regards the economic hierarchy that emerged within the Forbes & Adam family.
Letters concerning Samuel Forbes, John Adam Jr., Abigail Adam, Lucy Walker, William P.
Walker, and Samuel Beckley Jr. make up the block of communications analyzed.
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1
According to family lore, Samuel and Lucy Forbes traveled to a prosperous rolling and
slitting mill following the American Revolution.1 An unknown error kept Samuel’s own nail rods
from developing correctly, so Samuel asked the mill’s owner for a tour in hopes of identifying
his faulty feature. The owner denied this request, fearing that Samuel would steal the operation’s
secrets. The man offered a tour to Lucy instead. He assumed that she knew nothing of the
industry and would be unable to pinpoint anything substantial. Only after the tour did he realize
his mistake. Lucy correctly identified the key difference between the two mills and shared this
information with her husband. Samuel’s mill flourished soon after.2 While this story’s accuracy
is a mystery, it exemplified the character of Samuel Forbes’s family. Letters between him and
other relatives convey a complex web intertwining social interactions with business matters.
Even as American culture relegated women to the household, Forbes & Adam women continued
acting in their relatives’ economic interests.3 Men of the family also bestowed gifts to each
other’s enterprises, enhancing their bond in the process. Relatives conducted deals with their kin,
as well. When transactions went smoothly, relationships improved. When they fell through,
friendships faltered. Lastly, individual economics permeated family structure. By 1802, a clear
income-based hierarchy established itself. The letters of the Forbes & Adam family demonstrate
that business practices influenced the social dynamics of elite Early American families.

1

Rolling and slitting mills produced iron rods suitable for making nails. Iron bars were heated
and made flat via rollers. The slitters broke the flattened iron into different rods. The end-product
was best suited to create nails and thus called “nail rods”; “Rolling and Slitting Mill,” Saugus
Iron Works, National Park Service, last modified August 2, 2021,
https://www.nps.gov/places/mill.htm.
2
Kenneth T. Howell and Einar W. Carlson, Men of Iron: Forbes & Adam (Lakeville, CT:
Pocketknife Press, 1980), 49.
3
This essay refers to the family using the term “Forbes & Adam.” This phrase stems from the
Forbes & Adam business partnership, which Samuel Forbes and his son-in-law, John Adam,
established in 1780.

2
The Adam Family Papers are located at the Land of Nod Farm and Winery in East
Canaan, Connecticut. They have remained within the family since arriving in their addressees’
hands. Yet, no one knows the full volume of the collection. Letters, books, and ledgers reside
within boxes, chests, bookshelves, and folders. The archive’s contents are unorganized and
unprocessed. They likely total somewhere in the hundreds, if not the thousands. This paper
analyzes a sample of thirty-four letters, ranging from 1751 to 1830. Because of the essay’s focus
on family relationships, most of the chosen letters were exchanged between family members.
These are best understood when contextualized with the history of their creators and recipients.
Samuel was born to John and Abigail Forbes in 1728. When he was still a child, his
father moved from Simsbury, Connecticut to nearby Canaan to seek employment. Richard
Seymour employed him as a blacksmith at his bloomery forge.4 After Samuel’s fourteenth
birthday, he joined his father in Canaan. John Forbes bought Seymour’s forge in 1751, later
transferring ownership to his son.5 Samuel married Lucy Pierce four years later. She was the
daughter of Amos Pierce, a thoroughly educated and financially well-off deacon. Though Samuel
Forbes did not boast the same fortune upon marrying Lucy, he still owned and operated
Seymour’s bloomery forge.6 Lucy gave birth to their only child, Abigail, in 1755. Between
Abigail’s birth and marriage in 1780, Samuel expanded his economic prospects. He became
owner and ironmaster of the nearby Salisbury Furnace. He also bought and invested in furnaces

4

Bloomery forges produced wrought-iron blooms, which were masses of iron. The ore was
melted with its impurities, and the impurities were then squeezed out with hand hammers. This
yielded cheaper yet poorer products than the ore of blast furnaces; “How Iron Was Made,”
Saugus Iron Works, National Park Service, last modified May 29, 2020,
https://www.nps.gov/sair/learn/historyculture/how-iron-was-made.htm
5
Ed Kirby, The Making of the Iron Industrial Age: An Historical Chronology: The Iron Men and
Women of the Sharon Industrial Age, The Salisbury Iron District and Their Connections to the
Transcontinental Railroad, (Amenia, NY: Grey House Publishing, 2019,) 221.
6
Kirby, The Making of the Iron Industrial Age, 221.
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from the nearby town of Norfolk. Additionally, Samuel established a rolling and slitting mill to
create nail rods. Lastly, he invested in a nearby sawmill.7 The ironmaster prospered during the
American Revolution. At the request of Governor Jonathan Trumbull, he forged cannons for the
Continental Army. He contributed 850 cannons for the Patriot cause, bringing considerable fame
and fortune to his name.8
In 1780, Abigail married John Adam, Jr. He was a well-educated man who invested in his
father’s rolling and slitting mill.9 After the two married, Abigail’s father and husband established
Forbes & Adam. The men pooled their efforts, buying their first jointly owned rolling and
slitting mill in 1785.10 John and Abigail had ten children in her lifetime, six of whom survived to
adulthood. Lucy Adam was their eldest surviving child.11 In 1807, she married William Perrin
Walker of Lenox, Massachusetts. A lawyer by profession, his career path shifted toward politics
early into his marriage.12 Samuel Beckley, Jr. married Sarah “Sally” Adam in 1801.13 She was
John and Abigail’s second oldest child to survive into adulthood. According to his letters,
Beckley was a farmer by trade. His involvement with Samuel Forbes’s gristmill suggested he

7

Dr. William Adam Account Book Collection: A Guide to the Collection at the Connecticut
Historical Society (Hartford, CT: Connecticut Historical Society, June 2012),
https://chs.org/finding_aides/finding_aids/adam_william.html.
8
Abigail Adam, Cannons and Continentals: Artillery Production during the American
Revolution (2021), 7.
9
Howell and Carlson, Men of Iron: Forbes & Adam, 51-52.
10
Dr. William Adam Account Book Collection.
11
“Adam-Forbes Family Tree,” Ancestry.com, accessed November 21 2021,
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/tree/178368476/family/familyview?cfpid=322319194131.
12
“William Perrin Walker,” Find A Grave, last modified March 14, 2020,
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/17660795/william-perrin-walker.
13
Lorraine Cook White, ed., The Barbour Collection of Connecticut Town Vital Records
(Baltimore, MD: Genealogical Publishing Co., 2002),
https://www.ancestrylibrary.com/discoveryuicontent/view/51675:1062?tid=&pid=&queryId=dedc3a2b19d54f2be076d8c7717cd9ec&_phsrc=
oyI359&_phstart=successSource.
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was an investor, as well.14 Abigail and John’s eldest son was Samuel Forbes Adam. He
graduated from Yale in 1803 and quickly jumped into the world of business.15 Though historians
have recorded little of Samuel Forbes Adam’s initial ventures, his letters showcase interests in
investing and commercial farming.16 He later joined his forefathers in the iron industry,
establishing Forbes Furnace in 1832 (see Appendix A).17
Individuals within the Forbes & Adam family led distinct lives. Yet collectively
speaking, the family was an elite group of Americans. At a time when most citizens were small
subsistence farmers, the volume of industries owned by the family painted them as a distinct
minority.18 Their access to shareholding, investments, and their ability to diversify their assets
made them elite among entrepreneurs, as well. In addition to iron forges, they owned paper mills,
ore beds, limestone quarries, mills, and a general store at various times. They also owned several
thousand acres of real estate, loaned money as a private bank, and invested in banks and toll
roads.19 Contrasting such affluence, the proprietors of most individual manufactories lacked the
funds to expand their businesses ventures.20 Evidence also suggests that the Forbes & Adam
family considered themselves among the elite. In 1810, they commissioned Neal McKeevers to

14

Samuel Beckley Jr. to John Adam Jr., 3 September 1810, Adam Family Papers, Land of Nod
Farm and Winery (East Canaan, CT); Samuel Beckley Jr. to Samuel Forbes, 14 March 1803,
Adam Family Papers. All the letters from the Forbes & Adam family are from the same
collection. Hereafter, I will cite these letters using only the author of the letter, the recipient, and
the date.
15
Robert B. Gordon, A Landscape Transformed: The Ironmaking District of Salisbury,
Connecticut (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 41,
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/gettysburg/reader.action?docID=430892&ppg=41.
16
Samuel Forbes Adam to Samuel Forbes, 5 October 1807.
17
Kirby, The Making of the Iron Industrial Age, 197.
18
Andrew M. Schocket, “Thinking About Elites in the Early Republic,” Journal of the Early
Republic 25, no. 4 (Winter 2005): 549, https://www.jstor.org/stable/30043363.
19
Howell and Carlson, Men of Iron: Forbes & Adam, iii-iv.
20
Schocket, “Thinking About Elites in the Early Republic,” 551.
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design family monuments of impressive stature (see Appendix B). These creations honored
individual relatives and communicated the family’s financial ability. After all, the designs far
surpassed the common gravestone in size and grandeur.21 Considering this draw toward luxury
and their access to capital, the Forbes & Adam family clearly belonged to an elite economic
class.

The Family and the District
Amateur historians published histories of the Salisbury Iron District throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These authors adopted narratives rather than theoretical
approaches.22 Such accounts are of questionable accuracy, considering that most did not cite
their source material. The methodology and reliability of these histories evolved as the twentieth
century progressed. In his study of environmental history, Robert B. Gordon used the district as
an example of how the environment helped shape the area’s culture. Considering the subject
matter, Gordon’s work focuses on changing landscapes more than the social history of individual
people.23 From 1998 to 2019, amateur historian Ed Kirby compiled more recent studies through
his various books and documentaries. These were popular histories aimed at public audiences,
and thus did not advance Gordon’s historiography.24 This current paper on the Forbes & Adam
family is the first to focus on the Salisbury Iron District’s social history. As such, it analyzes the
region through a new lens.
The district’s historians seldom studied the Forbes & Adam family as its own subject.
They oftentimes presented it as a detail within the region’s past. Occasionally, historians
21

Neal McKeevers, July 1810.
Malcolm Day Rudd, An Historical Sketch of Salisbury, Connecticut (New York: 1899), 3.
23
Gordon, A Landscape Transformed, v-vi.
24
Kirby, The Making of the Iron Industrial Age, iii.
22
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published popular histories about the family in newspapers. Mary Geike Adam wrote one such
piece in 1895. The article shared local heritage and conveyed moral lessons. As Adam wrote,
Samuel Forbes was “most interesting and striking; indefatigable in carrying out his plans;
fulfilling all obligations with an uprightness, and sterling honesty, which has come down, with
his honestly earned money, as a birthright of integrity for which his descendants may well be
thankful.”25 The first book about the Forbes & Adam family was written by Howell and Carlson
in 1980. The authors reconstructed Samuel Forbes and John Adam’s economic histories using
genealogies, land records, probate records, account books, and transactional business letters.26
This present essay is the first academic source to study the Forbes & Adam family, and the first
study in decades to discuss the family’s social history.

Broom in One Hand, Account Book in the Other
The Forbes & Adam women mentioned in the letters were of three distinct generations.
Each lived within the context of a continually changing society. Early colonial women rarely
received a formal education.27 Even by the American Revolution, women’s literacy was half that
of men. Nevertheless, letter-writing was encouraged in women as a practical skill starting around
the mid-eighteenth century. It indicated refinement, as well.28 The colonial era also saw fluidity
between the professional, economic, and domestic worlds. Yet, this way of life stared to shift
around 1800. As men increasingly relegated themselves to the professional world, women’s

Mary Geike Adam, “Samuel Forbes, Esquire,” The Connecticut Western News (Canaan, CT),
December 26, 1895, https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84027718/1895-12-26/ed-1/seq2/.
26
Howell and Carlson, Men of Iron: Forbes & Adam, vi, 146-149.
25

27

Konstantin Dierks, In My Power: Letter Writing and Communications in Early America (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 154, https://www-jstor-org.ezpro.cc.gettysburg.edu/stable/j.ctt3fj0ct.
28

Dierks, In My Power, 155-156, 158.
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sphere of influence became domestic. Women cared for children and the home, while their
husbands partook in labor, business, and politics.29 Yet, this did not spell the end of economics
for the Forbes & Adam women. Indeed, they were actively encouraged by their male relatives to
assist in business. This practice turned them into partners more than subordinates, thus
illustrating how economic participation affected the family at large.
Historians have thoroughly studied the “cult of domesticity” and the “cult of true
womanhood.” These terms refer to the separation of men and women’s spheres of influence
throughout the nineteenth century. Middle-class women increasingly limited themselves to
childrearing and household management. They were deemed responsible for raising America’s
future citizens and transforming the home into a sanctuary for their husbands. Meanwhile,
middle-class men dedicated themselves to politics and economics. They were expected to
provide for their family by supplying income. They also used the vote to secure a more
prosperous future for their children. Historians such as Boydston, Demos, and Branson contend
that the cult of true womanhood took hold of America by 1800.30 Barbara Welter argues that as
time went on, these roles became as inflexible as stone. Anyone who dared oppose them was
deemed morally reprehensible— “an enemy of God, of civilization, and the Republic.”31 Jennifer

Susan Branson, “Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic: The Case of
Elizabeth Meredith,” Journal of the Early Republic 16, no. 1 (Spring 1996): 48-49, https://doiorg.ezpro.cc.gettysburg.edu/10.2307/3124284.
30
Jeanne Boydston, Home and Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early
Republic (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990,) https://hdl-handlenet.ezpro.cc.gettysburg.edu/2027/heb.01927; John Demos, “The American Family in Past
Time,” in Household Constitution and Family Relationships, ed. Nancy F. Cott (New York:
Reed Reference Publishing, 1992),
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/gettysburg/reader.action?docID=4008279&ppg=3;
Branson, “Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic: The Case of Elizabeth
Meredith.”
31
Barbara Welter, “The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860,” American Quarterly 18, no. 2
(Summer 1966): 152, https://www.jstor.org/stable/2711179.
29
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L. Goloboy contends that because of this stark division, middle-class men became emotionally
isolated from their wives. The separate roles and responsibilities of men and women made it
difficult for them to relate to one another. As Goloboy stated, “The roles of men and women
within the family were too distinct for any real fellow feeling.”32 However, Hartigan-O’Connor
conducted a case study in 2005 that contrasted the theories of past historians. She argues that the
cult of domesticity was not universally practiced. Factors such as religion and marital status
convoluted economics and the home. Unmarried Quaker women in particular continued
economic participation through bookkeeping.33 The Forbes & Adam women’s letters reveal that
this practice extended beyond Hartigan-O’Connor’s chosen niche. Indeed, the economic elite
especially pushed female relatives to participate in business. This encouragement inspired such
women to take on a plethora of jobs, from bookkeeping to sales. Because of this intermixing of
economics and domesticity, Forbes & Adam women better related to their male relatives. This
caused women’s economic participation to benefit the relationships between themselves and
male relatives.
In his 1779 letter to Samuel Forbes, John Adam Sr. described their children’s marriage as
a partnership. This ideology set the stage for Abigail’s involvement in the family business. As
John Adam Sr. wrote, “I have ever thot since I could Rationaly think That when we are come to
a mutual and Rational choise of Partners That Parents ought Readily to Ensure & assist them.”34

Jennifer L. Goloboy, “Business Friendships and Individualism in a Mercantile Class of
Citizens in Charleston,” in Early North America and the Atlantic World, ed. Simon Middleton
and Billy G. Smith (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), 114,
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/gettysburg/reader.action?docID=4443732&ppg=5.
33
Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor, “Abigail’s Accounts: Economy and Affection in the Early
Republic,” Journal of Women’s History 17, no. 3 (Fall 2005): 36-37, https://muse-jhuedu.ezpro.cc.gettysburg.edu/article/187421.
34
Excerpts from the letter collection are recorded with their original spelling to preserve
authenticity; John Adam Sr. to Samuel Forbes, 24 May 1779.
32

9
Rational partnership was a clear sentiment expressed throughout his letter. He used the word
“rational” three times, and “partner” on four occasions.35 Furthermore, John Adam Sr. indicated
that Samuel Forbes agreed with such sentiments. John Adam Sr. wrote that “I am intirely of your
sentiment that where love is Rational & Intire, it should not be suppressed.”36 This statement
implied Samuel’s belief in equal partnership, which he likely applied to his marriage with Lucy
as well. This rumination was consistent with the ideals of Revolutionary America. At this time,
dominant ideology emphasized wisdom and Republican citizenship. Educated men expected
their wives to be intellectual and emotional companions.37 For business-oriented families,
partnership served an additional purpose. As demonstrated through later letters, educated wives
like Lucy Forbes and Abigail Adam served as both companions and commercial assets. Because
of this monetary and emotional benefit, women of economically elite families continued their
involvement in business despite the growing cult of domesticity and the prospect of judgement
from middle-class men, such as David Pearson.
Pearson resigned as Samuel Forbes’s clerk in April of 1802, largely due to Abigail’s
involvement in Forbes & Adam. The man took a hesitant tone in the main body of his letter,
emphasizing that his employers were not to blame for him stepping down from the position. He
claimed that he wanted to strike out on his own when he wrote “I have nothing to Complain of
you Sir I should be happy to render you any Service that lies in my power … I am now growing
in years and would wish to do something for myself if possible.” However, Pearson’s tone
changed after his signature. He added a nota bene section where he mentioned Abigail being one
of the primary reasons for his resignation. This paragraph quickly turned into a rant, with him

35

John Adam Sr. to Samuel Forbes, 24 May 1779.
John Adam Sr. to Samuel Forbes, 24 May 1779.
37
Branson, “Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic,” 51.
36
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complaining that “When Charles Van Duzen was down last for nail rods she came out & asked
him his Business and entered into Conversation with him.”38 Statements such as these
demonstrated Abigail’s confidence in conducting business. Recalling her conversation with the
customer, Pearson also iterated that she “told him before my face that before she was married she
did all your Business.”39 Thus, Abigail was a capable accountant and saleswoman. Clearly,
Samuel Forbes raised his daughter to be an economic asset. Both Forbes and John Adam
continued to support her work, as indicated by her confidence. As Pearson reported, she openly
professed her ability. He testified that “she says she has before made regulations in her Business
for the Better & will try it again soon.”40 Furthermore, Abigail’s involvement at a young age
suggested that Lucy Forbes was also engaged in economic work. Being older, she had more
practical experience than her daughter. Overall, David Pearson’s 1802 letter exemplified that
women of economically elite families remained firmly intertwined with their family’s operations.
Abigail’s daughter demonstrated a similar appreciation of economics six years later.
Lucy Adam Walker belonged to a generation further entwined with the cult of true
womanhood. Married in 1807, she started conceptualizing wifehood at a time marked by
growing pressures for women to remain domestic. An ever-increasing volume of publications
instructed wives and mothers to create ideal homes for their husbands and children.41 This theme
certainly permeated Lucy Walker’s writings. In an 1808 letter to her parents, Walker discussed
the weather, her young child, and news of friends and family. For example, she wrote that “you
have not been favord with as much snow in Canaan as has fallen here—We have had about three

38

David Pearson to Samuel Forbes, 22 April 1802.
David Pearson to Samuel Forbes, 22 April 1802.
40
David Pearson to Samuel Forbes, 22 April 1802.
41
Demos, “The American Family in Past Time,” 13-14.
39
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weeks of as good sleighing as I ever knew.”42 She also described her family by stating “My
health is again estab=lished and as for little Lucy Maria she … is a plump healthy child and is as
good natured as can be.”43 Despite these domestic qualities, her letter also touched upon
economics. She relayed that her husband had recently travelled to collect his debts but returned
empty-handed.44 This demonstrated keen awareness of her husband’s business practices,
allowing her to empathize better and emotionally connect with his struggles. Walker discussed
the Embargo Act’s impacts in the same letter. As she wrote, “the late Embargo has blockaded the
news as well as our shipping.”45 Thomas Jefferson signed the act into law earlier that year. By
shutting down American ports, he aimed to pressure Great Britain into adopting neutral trade
policies. As an unintended consequence, it negatively affected American companies that traded
with other nations.46 While Forbes & Adam primarily worked within the United States, Walker’s
letter relayed that the embargo still affected her family. It also revealed her comfort in discussing
politics with both parents, illustrating how they connected through mutual fiscal understanding.
Furthermore, it indicated that her mother was knowledgeable about the family’s business. By
better understanding the embargo, women were able to converse with their male relatives on the
matter. In turn, commercial knowledge improved the relationships between these men and
women.

42

Lucy Walker to Abigail Adam and John Adam Jr., 3 March 1808.
Lucy Walker connected “estab=lished” using two parallel dashes, as she split the word
between two lines. Other letters cited throughout this paper also use dashes to connect words;
Lucy Walker to Abigail Adam and John Adam Jr., 3 March 1808.
44
Lucy Walker to Abigail Adam and John Adam Jr., 3 March 1808.
45
Lucy Walker to Abigail Adam and John Adam Jr., 3 March 1808.
46
Marion Rust, Prodigal Daughters: Susanna Rowson’s Early American Women (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 4,
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/gettysburg/reader.action?docID=4321911&ppg=5.
43
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In an 1813 letter to John Adam Jr., Abigail illustrated her ideology of equality and her
sustained influence within her family. In this account, she demanded that her husband return
from his six-month stay in Washington, Connecticut. John was tending to the company’s
numerous operations located there. At first glance, this letter appeared solely domestic. Abigail
described illness, death, and other tragedies that occurred after John left.47 Yet, her use of
language also emphasized partnership. As she wrote, “I feel the want of a friend and companion
which I have been Deprived of sence the month of March … I want a friend a companion to
Lead and help me along I navarre Leave my friends when they are sick.”48 Through this
statement, Abigail implied that their marriage was based on mutual trust. She would care for
John if he were ill and expected the same of him. Abigail’s letter also illuminated her strong
influence over her husband’s business. She demanded that John leave his manufactories and
come home, stating that “a man must be deprived of his Right sences to leave to leave [sic] a
wife so weak and sick as I have been this summer.”49 Therefore, her letter demonstrated her
continuous sway over John’s enterprises. By demanding he come home, she aimed to repair their
relationship, which she saw as damaged through his absence. Though the letter’s immediate
impacts remain a mystery, the title John later applied to the letter provides insight into his
reaction. One can imagine him rolling his eyes and grumbling to himself as he sarcastically titled
it “Mrs Abigale Adam’s kind & affectionate Letter.” However, it also shows emotional restraint.
He did not match Abigail’s temper with equal passion, suggesting that he was open to taking her
words into consideration.

47

Abigail Adam to John Adam, September 1813.
Abigail Adam to John Adam, September 1813.
49
Abigail Adam to John Adam, September 1813.
48
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Despite increasing pressures on middle-class women to immerse themselves in the home,
female relatives of Forbes & Adam continued participating in their family’s businesses. John
Adam Sr.’s letter demonstrated that Samuel and Lucy Forbes established precedent for
commercial and emotional partnership. Furthermore, Lucy Walker discussed economics with the
men and women of her family. In 1813, Abigail utilized her economic sway to repair her
relationship with her husband. Her and her daughter’s letters illustrated how the fiscal
involvement of economically elite women affected their relationships with male relatives.

Greenbacks and Government
Forbes & Adam men bestowed various favors upon their relatives. These gifts, which
typically aided the recipient’s business, took the form of monetary funding and insider
knowledge. Middle-class men did not engage in such gift giving. Caught in a nation-wide wave
of optimism, many cut economic ties with their parents to independently find a better, more
profitable way of life. Younger men’s independence strained the relationships of middle-class
families. Unlike the middle class, the elite did not have to set out to find a comfortable life. They
were already prosperous and did not see a need for change. The past successes of senior men
rendered them especially able to provide for relatives striking out on their own, enhancing
intergenerational relationships as a result.
The Adam Family Papers exemplify how elite men financially provided for their sons
and grandsons. Such easy access to capital caused young men to remain dependent on their
forefathers. As expressed by other historians, the average middle-class man did not experience
this same reliance. Wall and Demos argue that middle-class men became progressively more
independent from their fathers starting in the late eighteenth century. As men prioritized
individual happiness over obedience to a patriarch, traditional models of family unity

14
weakened.50 Most often, these men expressed independence by striking out on their own. The
prospect of opportunity excited them, and many wished to acquire fortune by their own means.51
In 2008, Tucker and Tucker contended that this trend toward independence was not universally
felt. They argued that ideas of family loyalty continued permeating the personal values of young
entrepreneurs.52 Letters between different generations of Forbes & Adam men share a few
similarities with the middle-class trend toward individualism. Though the family’s young men
attempted to start their own business ventures, they also willingly accepted help and advice from
their father and grandfather.
Samuel Beckley, Jr. entangled himself with the family soon after marrying Sarah Adam
in 1801.53 His 1803 letter to his grandfather-in-law, Samuel Forbes, exemplified his loyalty to his
in-laws. In this account, Beckley relayed a recent problem that occurred at Forbes’s gristmill. A
man referred to as “Deacon Tanner” complained about its service loud enough for Beckley to
overhear. Tanner advised another customer to shop elsewhere.54 Beckley warned Forbes that this
problem could get out of hand if left unaddressed, as gossip could damage the gristmill’s
reputation. He offered a solution when he wrote “I think it Would be will for you to Give him
warning.”55 This account reveals that Beckley’s economic involvement built upon previous
emotional investment. Though he was already connected to the family as an in-law, Beckley’s

50

Helena M. Wall, Fierce Communion: Family and Community in Early America (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1990), 133.
51
Demos, “The American Family in Past Time,” 12-13.
52
Barbara M. Tucker and Kenneth H. Tucker, Jr., “The Limits of Homo Economicus: An
Appraisal of Early American Entrepreneurship,” Journal of the Early Republic 24, no. 2
(Summer 2004): 208, https://www.jstor.org/stable/4141498.
53
White, The Barbour Collection of Connecticut Town Vital Records.
54
This gristmill was located in Litchfield, Connecticut—approximately 16 miles from Forbes’s
home in Canaan. Gristmills ground wheat into flour; Samuel Beckley Jr. to Samuel Forbes, 14
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relationship with Forbes strengthened because of how he served as his eyes and ears. These
services tied men of the family closer together by giving them common goals to work toward.
William Walker embarked on a similar path a few years later.
Walker wrote a letter to an unnamed “Sir” on November 14, 1807.56 Based on his wellwishes towards Samuel Forbes, this communication was presumably sent to a brother-in-law.
Walker’s account indicated that he collected debts on behalf of Forbes & Adam. He described
his individual successes and failures to obtain the desired credit and passed on the excuses of
those who did not pay. One particular line established Walker’s adherence to his forefathers for
instruction. He wrote that “I have delivered to John Catt his Notes agreable To Esq. Forbes
orders—I have also received Direction from Esq. Forbes not to proceed against Melancton Foster
& Elijah Andrews.”57 Walker repeated his efforts a year later. In 1808, John Adam provided his
son-in-law with instructions for debt collection.58 He admitted that attempts to retrieve Daniel
Mix’s and Freeman Perry’s debts were in vain. Yet there was still a chance of Benjamin Mix
paying his dues despite recent losses to his store. As Adam instructed, “We have their fate
written to him & Inclosed it with this will pleas to read & if You can attend to it take on the
Letter to him & deliver it Yourself & do all in your power to secure the Debet withoute mining
the Man.”59 This statement showcased the amount of collaboration involved in the debt
collection process. The men worked together as a team, aiming toward a common goal. Yet as
William Walker rose to the occasion and collected debts, Samuel F. Adam fell dangerously close
to indebtedness himself.
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In 1807, Samuel Adam admitted to his grandfather, Samuel Forbes, that his farm was
simply not profitable. Despite his optimism upon initially purchasing the property, he admitted
that profits broke even at best and came up short at worst.60 His dismal circumstances worked
him into an emotional state, as Adam gratefully recalled the finances Samuel Forbes put toward
his operation. Even if Forbes disagreed with Adam’s investment, he still wanted to help his
grandson. This generous act clearly touched Adam, who wrote that “your kindness to me has
ever made me regard you as a parent … In giving me the rent free of a farm of this value is doing
more for me than I confess I ever deserved—it has lifted me above poverty.”61 In a world where
individualism separated middle-class man from their families, Samuel Forbes’s wealth gave him
the ability to help his grandson. In turn, the relationship between the two men strengthened.
Forbes clearly cared for Adam, and Adam returned the sentiment.
Hoping to bounce back from his agricultural failures, Samuel F. Adam considered
investing in a paper mill. He felt reasonably confident that this would be a much more profitable
endeavor. Before he committed, however, he sought out his grandfather’s opinion. As he wrote,
“In engaging in the papermill I see much greater chance for gain & no greater chance for loss
than on my Farm—But after you have thorough—ly considered the subject … & should finally
disapprove the plan I will relinquish it.”62 After all Forbes did for his grandson, Adam clearly
respected his input. In turn, Samuel Forbes provided paternal care and advice. Economic
intervention served as a positive force, strengthening the relationship between the two men.
On April 4, 1808, John Adam relayed a detailed plan to William Walker. By asking his
sons and son-in-law to assist with different manufactories throughout the state, Adam aimed to
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push each man toward a career. Moving to new towns and attempting management positions
would hopefully start them down a profitable path. As Adam wrote, “this plan I flatter my self
may be a means of Raly=ing my Children of provideing for them selves a respectable living.”63
If all went well, Samuel F. Adam, John Adam III, Leonard Adam, and Samuel Beckley would
use this experience as a steppingstone toward prosperity. Abigail, John Adam’s wife, resisted
this plan. Nevertheless, her husband hoped she would see reason and agree to the temporary
move. He wrote that “Mrs. A. who is so much attached to the plase of hir Nulwed that she cannot
think of leveing of it I hope how that she will recover hir Health (and banish hirself volenterely
from this goodly Land for a short time for the good of hir Famely.”64 As illuminated by this plan,
Adam expressed care for his family by nudging them in a profitable direction. He used his
industry to his sons’ advantages, providing them with valuable experiences and opportunities.
But as tensions flared between the United States and Great Britain, industry pointed in a new
direction.
On June 22, 1810, William Walker penned his thoughts to his father-in-law, John Adam.
Walker did not offer funds, but valuable knowledge instead. Surviving records do not state if
Walker had yet begun his political career. Nevertheless, his letter suggests he was already
involved with the state government. He described the innerworkings of Massachusetts’s House
of Representatives as if he were a personal witness. He wrote that “[I] am happy to find that
party rancor has in some degree subsided, and hope it will Continue to subside, and that all
parties will be prepared to meet the events that await us.”65 Walker’s conversation extended
beyond the state’s political climate, however. He also discussed looming warfare with Great
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Britain.66 One year after the Embargo Act, Walker sensed that war was coming. He wrote that
“As far as I can judge a war with one of the belligerents of Europe appears inevitable.”67 This
statement was not just a warning of conflict. Walker’s confidence indicated that it was also a
sign of economic opportunity.
To feed, supply, and equip new recruits, armies required manufacturing. Cannons were
the most important munition for the Forbes & Adam family. Warfare previously benefitted
Samuel Forbes, as he created cannons for the Continental Army during the American
Revolution. The ironmaster produced a striking 850 cannons throughout the conflict, far
surpassing the average domestic supplier. Most other manufactories supplied under one hundred
of these guns (see Appendix C).68 Considering that Forbes’s operations had only expanded since
1776, a new war spelled opportunity. This sentiment ultimately proved partially correct. Samuel
Forbes’s cannons did see use during the War of 1812, but only older models purchased during
the American Revolution (see Appendix D).69 However, Walker’s early warning still served as
an act of economic benevolence. After all, his prediction was correct. His letter allowed Forbes
& Adam to contemplate their course of action before their competitors. Because of the
knowledge Walker provided, his relationship with his in-laws improved.
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The letters between Forbes & Adam men reveal that gifts held considerable sway over
their relationships. Samuel Beckley Jr. aided Samuel Forbes by alerting him of his gristmill’s
potential problems. William Walker collected debts for Forbes & Adam, tying them to a
common goal. Samuel F. Adam’s expressed his gratitude toward his grandfather’s financial
support in an emotional address. John Adam serviced his children by providing them with job
opportunities. Lastly, William Walker’s letter about impending warfare favored his forefathers
by providing inside knowledge. All of these favors enhanced relationships between those
involved. In turn, this illustrates how economics influenced the dynamics between members of
elite families.

Trust in the Process and in the Person
Forbes & Adam men participated in an additional type of investment—economic
exchange. Mutual responsibility differentiated these transactions from gifts. Buyers expected
quality products. Sellers envisioned valid payment. Lenders planned for their debtors to
reimburse them, while debtors expected sufficient time before repayment. These exchanges
extended beyond monetary value, as they also affected relationships. When parties performed
favorably, they demonstrated reliability and trustworthiness. Failure to deliver what was
promised harmed impressions, causing the relationship to suffer. In turn, the exchanges between
Forbes & Adam men illustrated how economics influenced elite families’ relationships.
Historians agree that the United States underwent dramatic economic changes during the
early nineteenth century. As farmers grew crops, they sent their daughters to work in America’s
first factories. Immigrants flocked to urban centers in search of employment.70 However, these
70
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studies focus on the working class. Fewer scholars have examined the place of businessmen
within this framework. Goloboy wrote about business-oriented friendships in Charleston, South
Carolina. She argues that merchants often cultivated strong friendships as a means of protecting
their interests. These mercantile friendships served as insurance, as they counted on each other to
bail them out when investments failed.71 They resembled exchanges because of how both parties
were expected to contribute. The Adam Family Papers build upon these findings by analyzing
mercantile exchange in a familial context. This was more complex than friendship, as each
transaction connected the Forbes & Adam men to a web of relatives. When one traded goods
with a family member, he exchanged goods with other kin (such as wife and children) by
extension. As such, mutual contracts held considerably more weight than individual friendships.
In 1809, Leonard Adam was introduced to this process first-hand through William Walker.
Walker sent a letter to John Adam on July 14, 1809. In this account he discussed his
young brother-in-law, Leonard Adam. Leonard was just coming into his own as an unmarried
twenty-one-year-old man.72 In a compassionate statement, Walker hoped that Leonard’s
grandfather would help him with a loan. He wrote that, “I hope Esq. Forbes will assist Leonard
in getting into some good business, and I think a few such debts as your Sharon debt would be
full as safe in his hands as they are at present.”73 In this passage, Walker also indicated that
Leonard could be trusted to pay it back. His emphasis on his brother-in-law’s reliability
exemplified that such loans were a contractual exchange. Taking on this responsibility would
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influence the relationship between Leonard and Forbes. If the young man used this money
wisely, he could pay his grandfather back and strengthen their relationship. If he wasted the
money and was unable to pay back the loan, he would fail his part of the bargain. The men’s
relationship would suffer as a result.
Walker also discussed ongoing repairs for his jointly owned oil mill.74 He applied directly
to Forbes & Adam for one crucial part—a large screw for the mill’s press. As he wrote,
“Worthington & myself are repairing our Oil Mill and think of getting an Iron screw for this
Press—If we should, we shall apply to your works for it, and probably one ofur may be at your
house in a few weeks.”75 His interest in purchasing the good effectively tied his finances and
business together. Walker hoped they would work as a team to benefit each other’s industries.
Forbes & Adam would receive monetary payment, while Walker would receive a quality
product. If one did not enact their end of the deal to the other’s standards, their relationship
would falter. Unfortunately, Samuel Beckley experienced the latter when he requested a similar
exchange in 1810.
In this letter to John Adam, Beckley communicated his desire to buy a chain from Samuel
Forbes. It was not the first time he issued this request. Given the agricultural context of the letter,
he likely needed it to help protect his crops. Consistent flooding had ruined most of them, putting
him in dire straits. As Beckley recalled, “[I] first have lost my Bearly [barley] most of my Peas
and about 5 acres of oats.”76 Despite requesting the chain from Forbes, Beckley did not write to
his grandfather-in-law directly. This was because of how Forbes’s lack of timely response
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harmed their relationship. The man’s statements expressed clear annoyance—as he wrote, “if
you soon go to Canaan wish you to see that it is soon sent out.”77 This sentence relays that he
trusted Adam more than Forbes to fulfill the order, even though Adam was out of town. In this
case, contractual economics harmed the relationship between Samuel Beckley and Samuel
Forbes.
As exemplified through these letters, economic exchanges between family members
could help or harm relationships. Successful transactions indicated reliability and therefore
increased trust between the men involved. When promised conditions were not met, relationships
faltered. In turn, these trades communicate how transactional exchanges influenced the
relationships of Forbes & Adam men.

Money Talks
As the family’s younger generations grew into adulthood, a distinct hierarchy took shape.
While certainly associated with age, letters indicate that these statuses were also tied to economic
prowess. The more successful the relative, the more status they held within the family. Men and
women within the same generation felt the presence of rank. While it emboldened some, it
clearly distressed many others. In turn, this hierarchy strained family relations.
Most historians studying family dynamics of the Early Republic focus on the middle
class. Heidler and Heidler argue that within such families, both fathers and mothers prioritized
nurturing over asserting authority. A father’s duty lay in providing for his family as mothers
focused on raising upstanding citizens.78 Johnson expanded upon this topic,, arguing that during
this period, middle-class fathers lost the authority they held during the colonial era. These men
77
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“no longer wielded power or had all the answers.”79 Goloboy’s work focuses on hierarchical
structures among mercantile men. In a brief yet pertinent statement, she argued that these men
sought to establish a chain of command within their families. In one especially notable letter, a
merchant expressed his desire to introduce his sons to business. He planned for his sons to
eventually lead as family patriarch, thus forming a hierarchy based on experience and
expertise.80 The Adam Family Papers build upon this analysis by examining the structure and
impact of rank on the family unit. Their letters illustrate that economic prowess played a large
role in establishing hierarchy, thus cultivating varying levels of respect for different men and
women.
When John Adam Jr. died in 1826, his estate was valued at $12,000. This amount did not
include the operations jointly held by Forbes & Adam, as these resources were transferred to
Samuel Forbes upon Adam’s death. Samuel Forbes died a year later with a net worth of
$150,000, including the jointly held properties. Even when one subtracts the partnerships’ assets,
however, Forbes still died a far wealthier man than Adam.81 Determining the finances of the
family’s younger generations is more difficult. Their careers and incomes were less stable.
William Walker most likely earned the most out of the six men. He married Lucy as an
established lawyer and quickly moved up the political ladder.82 Samuel Beckley Jr. presumably
earned less than Walker, since he manually labored as a farmer. Even though agriculture was a
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fairly profitable industry in the Early Republic, it did not compare to the salary of a lawyer or
politician.83 Though Beckley held no office and toiled daily in his fields, he still lived fairly
comfortably. He and his family took leisurely trips to the Catskills and his finances recovered
from the destruction of his crops in 1807.84 Furthermore, Beckley’s letters indicate some
involvement within his elder relatives’ industries.85 Samuel F. Adam economically struggled as a
young adult. He owned a farm yet did not labor in his own fields. His agricultural exploits turned
so little profit that his grandfather had to intervene.86 Only in subsequent years did he see success
as an investor and ironmaster.87 John and Leonard Adam were in their teens and early twenties
during the Early Republic. By 1808, they were still dependent on their father.88 Their youngest
brother, William, was still in school.89 The status of women within the family is less clear. Their
work informally tied them to the business world. The fact that they did not receive an income
separate from their husbands and fathers largely excluded them from the hierarchy. Women such
as Abigail Adam refused to accept this exclusion. Her letters attested to her demand for a place
within the chain of command. Women such as Lucy Walker and Sarah Beckley never exhibited
interest in rank. They left the matter to their husbands and male relatives. Yet relatives’ letters
illustrate that all family members upheld the hierarchical system. The most telling sign was their
reservation of honorifics for certain people.
Men and women attached “esquire” to the names of specific relatives. Though the word
is now reserved for law, it had a different meaning in the Early Republic. Noah Webster defined
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the term in An American Dictionary of the English Language. In 1828, he wrote that “Indeed the
title, in addressing letters, is bestowed on any person at pleasure, and contains no definite
description. It is merely an expression of respect.”90 Eight letters penned between family
members from 1803-1813 revealed stark differences in its application. The honorific was
attached to Samuel Forbes all eight times he was mentioned by name. John Adam was only
referenced using “esquire” two out of seven times—once by William Walker and the other by his
wife. Both were his economic subordinates in 1810 and 1813. Similarly, John Adam applied the
term to Samuel Forbes’s name when he mentioned it in 1808.91 This indicated respect toward
him as his father-in-law and economic superior. Unfortunately, John Adam’s inferiority to
Samuel Forbes took a toll on his mental state.
In 1807, John Adam wrote an emotional address about the sway hierarchy held over his
psyche. Adam openly admitted his subordination to Forbes, glumly referring to him as his
“oversear” and “Master.”92 Adam also disclosed that he had little say in the partnership’s
operations in comparison to Forbes, who truly spearheaded the venture. Whenever Adam did
commit to any task, he described insurmountable pressure to perform well. As he wrote,
Wold you not all the time you was under the Direction of your Oversear or Master felt
very Unhappy (After you had arived to the age of Manhood) When you differed from
him in Openion & was under the Necessety of giveing up your Own Judgement for his,,
wold it not be tormenting to you for fear that if any misfortune happened in the business
you was directed to Parsue it Wold be laid to Your Missmanagement.93
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Despite his clear passion, Adam never sent the letter to his father-in-law. He was evidently
uncomfortable standing up to him.94 This exemplified Forbes’s status as the family patriarch.
The letter’s economic focus transitioned into their familial relationship in the last few lines. He
compared Forbes to his biological father when he stated, “I have Bun [been] Under my Own
fathers will & control until I came hear & you kno my setuation sence I came hear.”95 More
allusions to family were scattered throughout the letter. Adam referred to himself as Forbes’s son
by writing, “Vane is it for us to think that we are adding to Our Childrens happiness, by Insisting
that they Shall [cut off] no Other business than such as we prescribe to them.”96 According to
Adam, Forbes’s control was akin to a father domineering over his child. Adam was clearly hurt
by years of subordination within the partnership, which carried over into their relationship as inlaws. In turn, this revealed that economic hierarchy harmed the relationship between Forbes and
Adam. Rank was not limited to men of different generations, however. John Adam’s 1808 letter
to William Walker illustrates differing ranks between men of the same generation.
This letter detailed Adam’s plan to involve his sons in Forbes & Adam’s different
manufactories throughout the state. He believed that such an appointment would help younger
men of the family prosper. He wrote that “For the Good of the Family we have Agreed to Make a
prety general Shift … this plan I flatter my self may be a means of Raly=ing my Children of
provideing for them selves a respectable living.”97 While Adam included Samuel Beckley in this
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plan, he excluded his other son-in-law, William Walker, because Walker already had a
successful career. As an accomplished lawyer and budding politician, Walker did not require the
same motivation nor assistance as the other men of his generation. This placed him in a rank
above them. While the others relied on Forbes & Adam for work, Walker acted as his father-inlaw’s confidant. This letter demonstrates his distinct status among the men of his generation,
causing him to feel proud as a result. Abigail Adam’s relationship with the hierarchy took a far
more bitter tone, however.
As an indirect participant in the Forbes & Adam partnership, Abigail was informally tied
to economics. She assisted her family’s business but did not own anything in her name, which
was customary for the time period. Though most wealthy women were fairly knowledgeable
about economics, very few actually owned any businesses.98 Only single women could run their
own operations, as all of a married women’s possessions were legally owned in her husband’s
name.99 As previously addressed, Abigail worked as her father’s accountant before marrying
John. Decades later, her persistence for continual economic involvement showed that she
demanded a place within the family’s hierarchy. Imbued with a mixture of jealousy and
determination, she remained obedient to her father but asserted power in his absence. As David
Pearson reported within his resignation, “In your Absence Sir it is in =supportable living here,
She takes the Chief Command and issues Orders with Authority, she is Continually fearfull of
people wronging her, she says she has before made regulations in her Business for the Better &
will try it again soon.”100 Thus, Abigail was well-aware that economic influence held sway
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within her family. Controlling business in her father’s absence was her way of accessing this
power. In turn, Abigail’s persistence demonstrated that the system of hierarchy affected the
relationships between family members.
A clear system of rank emerged as Forbes & Adam men grew into adulthood. Based on a
mixture of age and economic prowess, these varying levels of respect had consequences on the
relationships between different family members. Men such as John Adam felt dismayed by their
inferiority, while the confidence of relatives such as William Walker were bolstered by
superiority. Abigail Adam was embittered by her inability to participate, as she could only
indirectly contribute to the operations of Forbes & Adam. Thus, the Adam Family Papers
illustrate how economic hierarchy influenced relationships between family members. In turn, this
factor reveals how economic concerns shaped the relationships between the Early American
Republic’s elite families.

“I am sir with respect, yours affectionately”101
The separation of business from family was not as simple for the economic elite as it was
for the middle class. Whereas the middle class divided domestic affairs from economic matters,
the Adam Family Papers illustrate that there was a considerable amount of overlap within elite
families. Women participated in business matters at the encouragement of their male relatives,
convoluting the cult of true womanhood with business. Letters also illuminated a pattern of
relationships improving through gift-giving. These actions fostered intimacy and closeness
among male relatives. On a similar vein, men put their relationships on the line by engaging in
transactional business with one another. Successful trades nurtured friendship and encouraged
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trust. If one man in the exchange failed to come through, relationships suffered. Lastly, economic
prowess created an informal family hierarchy. Men who demonstrated business acumen found
themselves at the top. Younger men who still relied on their father and grandfather ranked
toward the bottom. This hierarchy clearly affected relationships between family members, as
demonstrated by John Adam’s unsent lament from 1807. It also affected women such as Abigail
Adam, who became embittered by her inability to secure a placement within the rank. She tried
to enforce her status by taking leadership positions within the Forbes & Adam business.
Women’s participation, gift-giving, exchanges, and hierarchical structures illustrate that
economics shaped relationships among economically elite families of the Early Republic.
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Appendix
A. Forbes & Adam Family Tree
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This family tree does not contain all of John and Abigail Adam’s children and in-laws. It only
includes those relevant to this essay.
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Family Monument Designs
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C. American Cannons Forged during the Revolutionary War
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D. Samuel Forbes’s Cannons, used in the War of 1812 to defend Stonington, Connecticut
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